
Par 4
320 300 286 257
(Existing - 350 336 290)

14

NOTES:
•Increase green size from 595m2 to 648m2
•Move tees ahead to shorten hole and 
improve safety to road
•Cut elevation of fairway to open view from 
tee to green
•Incorporate series of ponds and waterfalls
•Raise green and move behind and right of 
existing



Par 4
340 318 303 282
(Existing - 344 320 304)

15

NOTES:
•Increase green size from 595m2 to 648m2
•Rebuild tees and add forward tee
•Open up view to pond on left and expand pond 
and fairway
•Create spillway creek and ponds on right side
•Cut down existing green and shift new green 
forward and right



Par 5
510 470 441 422
(Existing - 480 466 383)

16
NOTES:
•Increased green size from 473m2 to 518m2
•Expand pond at tee to increase holding area
•Extend ridge on left side of fairway for safety to #15
•Add fairway bunker on left and mounding at end of 
fairway
•Expand fairway on the left and cut back fairway on 
the right
•Erect net fence to protect 18th tees



Par 3
195 166 145 122
(Existing - 184 166 151)

17
NOTES:
•Increased green size from 390m2 to 640m2
•New tees built to the left & additional forward tee
•Existing green site cut down with new green expanded to 
the left
•Old fairway lowered with newly created receptive fairway
•Incorporate landscape plantings behind green for backdrop 
•Landscape left side of tees to naturalize entrance road area



Par 5
492 465 452 430
(Existing - 464 448 400)

18
NOTES:
•Green size changed from 655m2 to 645m2
•Built new tees creating more variation
•Developed permanent access road in front of #18 tee 
connecting to hole #16
•Added fairway bunkers on left 200 - 220m from white tee
•Removed pine & opened up left side of green approach
•New green developed right and behind existing green
•Create bunkering to create risk on back right pin


